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Variance and width of absorption lines of single molecules
in low temperature glasses

Wolfgang Pfluegl, Frank L. H. Brown, and Robert J. Silbey
Department of Chemistry and Center for Materials Science and Engineering,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

~Received 17 October 1997; accepted 22 January 1998!

We consider the line shapes of single molecules in low temperature glasses due to dipole–dipole
interaction between the molecules and other particles of the system. Motivated by computer
simulations, we employ a simplified formula for the absorption lines and derive an analytic
expression for the distribution of the variance of such absorption lines. The simplest version of this
distribution—derived for pointlike particles without cutoff of the interaction at small distances—
already accounts for the qualitative features of width histograms measured experimentally or gained
by computer simulation. We further analyze the effect of the minimal approach distance between the
chromophore and the perturbing particles and employ an approximate relation between the variance
and the full width at half maximum of the absorption lines. We find that the main characteristics of
the histogram of widths stem from the~homogeneous! distribution of interactions in space and do
not reflect the distribution of the internal parameters of the underlying model. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!51016-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The line shape of an optical transition in a chromoph
embedded in a glass at low temperatures depends sensi
on the environment of the chromophore. Dynamic fluctu
tions in the surrounding molecules cause the optical tra
tion frequency to vary with time in a stochastic manner, g
ing rise to nonstandard line shapes. Thus a spectrosc
study of the line shapes of molecules embedded in gla
can, in principle, give information about the structure a
dynamics of the surroundings of that molecule.1–14

A theoretical framework for analyzing the distribution
single molecule line shapes in low temperature glasses
been given by Geva and Skinner.15–17 In their work, they
derive the line shape of a chromophore in a glass at
temperature using the standard tunneling model18–23 for the
dynamics of the modes~called two-level systems or TLS! in
the glass that affect the spectral transition. Using this f
mula, they employed Monte Carlo simulations to calcul
the distribution of single molecule line shapes. In particu
they focused on the distribution of linewidths. The mod
had only one fitting parameter: the strength of the interac
between the two-level system dipole and the chromoph
dipole ~the distance dependence is taken to ber 23!. The
results of their numerical work showed that the histogr
representing the distribution of linewidths calculated fro
their model agreed with the histogram of experimental
sults, within the experimental error. This was a major s
forward in that it showed that the standard tunneling mod
which is well-studied theoretically, can account for the sin
molecule experimental results.

In the present paper, we employ the same model
show first that a simplification of the line shape formula c
be made that does not significantly alter the results of
simulations of Geva and Skinner. Using this simplified fo
6870021-9606/98/108(16)/6876/8/$15.00
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mula allows us to derive an analytic form for the normaliz
distribution of linewidths that depends on two paramete
the interaction strength mentioned above and a cutoff rad
in the interaction. The results are weakly dependent on
latter. The analytic form agrees quite well with the simu
tion results of Geva and Skinner17 and also the experimenta
results.24

The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II states
model and the line shape formula, from which we calcul
the first two moments and derive the variance distribution
Sec. III. Section IV compares these results with experim
and computer simulations, for which it is necessary to rel
the variance to the width of the absorption lines and to c
sider the cutoff at small distances between the chromoph
and the TLS. The final section contains some further rema
and our conclusions.

II. ABSORPTION LINES OF SINGLE MOLECULES IN
THE SLOW MODULATION LIMIT

The absorption line of an individual chromophore co
pling to n uncorrelated two-level systems~TLS! by dipolar
interaction has been derived many times within the stoch
tic sudden-jump model.15,16,25–28In order to keep this article
self-contained and to introduce the notation we briefly res
this theory: Every flip of a TLS is assumed to shift the tra
sition frequency of the chromophore by an amount

n j5a
« j

r j
3 , ~1!

where j labels the TLS,r j is its distance from the chro
mophore, and« j is an orientation parameter, to be taken 1
21 with equal probability.a is the coupling constant for the
TLS–chromophore interaction.15,17,28,29The dipole autocor-
relation function for each of the TLS is given by27,30
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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6877J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108, No. 16, 22 April 1998 Pfluegl, Brown, and Silbey
F j~ t !5^e22p in j*0
t dtj j ~t!&. ~2!

The average is to be taken over all realizations of the
chastic variablej j (t)50 or 1, corresponding to thej th TLS
being in the ground state or excited state at timet, respec-
tively, within the time interval@0,t#. The average ofj j (t) is
denoted bypj , equal to the equilibrium occupation probab
ity of the excited state of thej th TLS.

Formula~2! includes only the shift of the transition fre
quency relative to the electronic transition frequency wh
each of the TLS is in the ground state. All TLS which do n
flip during the measurement would contribute to the f
quency origin only, and not to the linewidth. The origin
the transition frequency is clearly not relevant for the va
ance of the absorption line, which we shall calculate in
next section. Therefore only those TLS that are not froz
during the measurement are taken into account for the
shape, i.e.,n is related to the measuring timetm by

n~tm!5(
i

u~Ki21/tm!, ~3!

with u the Heaviside function andKi the sum of the upward
and downward flipping rate of thei th TLS.

Evaluating Eq.~2! one obtains27,28,31,32

F j~ t !5e2
1
2~K j 12p in j !tFcoshV j t1

a j

V j
sinh V j t G , ~4!

where

V j5AK j
2

4
2p2n j

212p i ~ 1
22pj !n jK j ~5!

and

a j5
K j

2
12p i ~ 1

22pj !n j . ~6!

For systems where we may neglect the natural lifetimeT1 of
the excited state of the chromophore (T1→`), the absorp-
tion line is given by the Fourier transform of the total dipo
autocorrelation function,

I SM~n!5E
2`

`

dt e2p int)
j 51

n

F j~ t !. ~7!

Thus, the exact result given in Eqs.~4!–~6! may be used to
obtain any desired property of the absorption line of
chromophore from Eq.~7!. This treatment has been recent
employed to calculate the full width at half maximu
~FWHM! of absorption lines in computer simulations whic
chose the values forK j , pj , andr j according to the standar
tunneling model~STM!.15,17

Here we restrict ourselves to systems for which the l
broadening by the natural lifetime and by dephasing is sm
compared to the effect of spectral diffusion,

2pT1 ,pT2@^Dn&21, ~8!

where T2 is the time constant for dephasing and^Dn& the
mean FWHM of the absorption lines obtained from differe
realizations of the system. For such a system, simulatio33

using the same procedure as described in Ref. 17, excep
Downloaded 28 Oct 2012 to 18.111.117.123. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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K j was set to zero in Eqs.~4!–~6! for all the n active TLS,
showed almost no difference with the full treatment. Figur
compares both models, using the~physical! parameters
quoted and derived in Ref. 17 for the chromophore terryle
~Tr! embedded in polystyrene~PS!. The distribution mea-
sured experimentally24 is shown in the inset. All distributions
of Dn ~the FWHM! are normalized. Compared to the di
crepancy between computer simulations and experiment
qualitative and also quantitative features of the two theo
ical calculations are nearly identical.

By setting the flip rates,K j , to zero we are neglecting a
inherently dynamical effects such as motional narrowin
We include, however, the fact that each TLS may reside
one of two states with relative occupation probabilities d
tated by the Boltzmann factors,pj . In essence, we have re
duced the full correlation function to that which would b
obtained for an ensemble average ofstatic environments
around the chromophore, which might be justified for tim
large enough with regard to dephasing and motional narr
ing and a distribution ofK broad enough. In this sense, on
might say that our expression for a single chromophor
homogeneous line is nothing more than the inhomogene
line shape for a chromophore in interaction with point d
fects located at distancesr j with probability pj . However,
we should reiterate that the homogeneous broadening is
placed by the inhomogeneous only in as far as a sub
semble of all TLS (Ki.1/tm) is taken into account.

Based on these arguments, we use the following mo
in what follows: As in the STM, all TLS are distribute
homogeneously in space. Thus the probability of finding
TLS at distancer is

pr~r !5
4pr

n
u~r 2r c!uSA3 3n

4pr
1r c

32r D r 2. ~9!

Herer is the density of contributing TLS~n divided by the
sample size!. The cutoffr c denotes the smallest distance b
tween any TLS and the chromophore and shall be discus
later. The upper bound~the second Heaviside function! is
simply determined by the number and the density of
TLS.

We do not assume any correlation betweenr j and pj ,
and replacepj by an average excitation probabilityp.34 For
deriving the formulae of the next sections we do not have
make any specific assumptions concerning the distributi
of the asymmetryA and the energy splittingE of the TLS,
since we set allK j50. For completeness we remark that th
step is consistent with puttingAj /Ej51, a factor that was
present on the right-hand side of Eq.~1! when using the
STM. Last, we recall thatT1 andT2→`. Their contributions
to the absorption lines may be taken into account as an o
all effect applied to our final results, as long as the tim
scales are different.

For this model Eqs.~4!–~6! now reduce to

F j512p1pe22p in j t. ~10!

We see that the stochastic frequency trajectory of one TL
reflected only by the average excitation probabilityp and its
frequency shiftn j .
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 1. Histogram of linewidths~FWHM!: Comparison between the full treatment of the STM model~black! and our simple model withK50 ~grey!. The
inset shows the experimental data from Ref. 24.
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III. THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE VARIANCE OF THE
ABSORPTION LINES

From Eqs.~7! and~10! we derive the first two moment
of the single molecule absorption line to be35

m1
~n!5m1

~n21!1pnn5p(
j 51

n

n j , ~11!

m2
~n!5m2

~n21!12pnnm1
~n21!1pnn

2; m2
~1!5pn1

2, ~12!

where (n) refers to the number of TLS taken into accou
We note that this is a result of our approximationT1→`,
replacing the Lorentzian broadened lines by a set of dif
ently weighted delta functions. The moments would dive
for a finite T1 .

The variance,

sSM
2 5E ~n2m1!2I SM~n!dn, ~13!

turns out to be

sSM
2 5(

j 51

n

p~12p!n j
2. ~14!

Now we introduce dimensionless units,

n̂5nY S 4pr

3
aAp~12p! D , ~15!

r̂ 5r /r 05r
3A4pr

3
, ~16!
Downloaded 28 Oct 2012 to 18.111.117.123. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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where 4pr 0
3/3 is the average volume in the sample with o

TLS. Using Eqs.~1!, ~15!, and~16! we obtain

ŝSM
2 5(

j 51

n

r̂ j
26 ~17!

for a single molecule and

gn~ ŝ2!5E dS (
1

n

r̂ j
262ŝ2D)

j

n

pr~ r̂ j !dr̂ j ~18!

for the distribution of the variance, when choosing differe
realizations of a system withn TLS according to our model
i.e., for different single molecules. The integrations are o
over the radial positions of the TLS becauses2 does not
depend on« j ~parallel or antiparallel dipole alignment!. The
only remaining internal parameter of the TLS, the excitati
probabilityp, has been averaged already and does not ap
in the formula because of the special choice of units.

The integrations are straightforward for a few TLS. F
largen we use the Fourier representation of the delta fu
tion and obtain in the thermodynamic limit36–38

gc~ ŝ2!5
1

p E
0

`

dx er̂ c
3
~12cosx/ r̂ c

6
!22Ax*

0

Ax/ r̂ c
3

dz sin z2

3cosS ŝ2x1 r̂ c
3 sin

x

r̂ c
622AxE

0

Ax/ r̂c
3

dz cosz2D .

~19!
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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The subscriptc denotes that the distribution depends on
cutoff r̂ c . As a first approximation one might take the lim
r̂ c↓0, i.e., neglect the cutoff. In this case Eq.~19! simplifies
to

g~ ŝ2!5
1

2ŝ3 expS 2
p

4ŝ2D . ~20!

Details of the derivation of Eqs.~19! and~20! as well as the
formulae for the distributionsg1 , g2 , andg3 ~systems with
n51,2,3 without cutoff! are given in Appendix A. These
distributions andg(ŝ2) ~for n→`! are shown in Fig. 2.
Clearly, we expect the tail for largeŝ2 to be too large be-
cause of the unphysical contributions from neglecting
cutoff radius. Nevertheless, it is interesting to compare th
distributions without cutoff. This is not only because of the
rather simple form, which can still be derived analytical
but also for the fact of how nicely the series is able to de
onstrate the gradual crossing from the well known distrib
tion g1

39 to that forn5`. Remembering the variety of SM
line shapes17,33that can be created by the interaction with t
TLS, it is surprising that an approximation using two or thr
TLS is able to capture the qualitative features of the varia
distribution for largen. However, there are two reasons f
this important finding: First, the distribution is an averag
quantity, where a lot of detailed information is already lo
Second, in many cases the skeleton of an absorption lin
already given by the most dominant TLS, which are not n
essarily the closest to the chromophore, but those with la
pj (12pj )/r j

6.

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS AND
SIMULATIONS

In order to compare with the experiment and simulatio
we have to consider two particular aspects: The smallest
tance between chromophore and TLS (r c)

40 and the relation
between variance and FWHM.

FIG. 2. Distribution of the scaled variance for systems with 1, 2, 3 an`
TLS, without cutoff (r̂ c50).
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There is no way to avoid the cutoffr c if we want to
describe the physics correctly. Its relevance is illustrated
mediately by calculating the average variance from Eqs.~9!
and ~17!:

^ŝ2&5
1

r̂ c
3 S 12

r̂ c
3

n1 r̂ c
3D . ~21!

Not surprisingly, this quantity diverges forr c↓0.42 Physi-
cally, a TLS cannot be infinitesimally close to the chr
mophore andr c should be~at least! the size of a TLS and the
chromophore, respectively. This is of the order of 1 n
which corresponds tor̂ c;0.4 for Tr/PS with the TLS density
r derived from Ref. 43.44 But as Geva and Skinner pointe
out,17 the density values in the literature deviate by mo
than an order of magnitude for the same material.43,45,46

Therefore, the uncertainty ofr̂ c comes not only from the
question of how close a TLS—acting still like a dipole—
might be to the chromophore, but also from the value ofr.
Furthermore, we believe that the physicalr̂ c mentioned
above is only a lower bound for the results obtained in
periments and simulations, since it does not reflect either
procedure of measurement or that of the simulation. I
nearby flipping TLS splits the absorption line into two di
tinct peaks which are far away from each other~which would
be the case forr̂ c very small!, such a situation will be treated
in experiments as two absorption lines of two different ch
mophores, and not as a single line.47 In the simulations, these
cases would be either discarded or kept, depending on
definition of the linewidth. In this manner, a nonphysic
cutoff will be imposed. Consequently, we have to chooser̂ c

to be the distance where line broadening becomes line s
ting rather than the smallest possible physical distan
When the line is split into two equally high peaks, this co
responds tor̂ c

3'0.4. A detailed description is given in Ap
pendix B. For different weighted peaks, the cutoff might
larger and is difficult to determine quantitatively. But even
we had a more precise number, this would refer to the p
cedures of measuring and defining the widths rather tha
the underlying physical structures. Therefore we sh
present the consequences of a finite cutoff by comparing
distributions for three different values of r̂ c

3

( r̂ c
350.4,0.7,1.0) in the following. Figure 3 shows how th

shape of the distributions of the scaled standard deviatioŝ
is altered, comparing the distributions with cutoff

hc~ ŝ !52ŝgc~ ŝ2!, ~22!

calculated numerically from Eq.~19!, and the one without
cutoff,

h~ ŝ !5ŝ22 expS 2
p

4ŝ2D . ~23!

The expected behavior is confirmed. The long tail ofh(ŝ)
;1/ŝ2 is missing and consequently the maximum increa
due to the normalization, the more the largerr̂ c

3. The leading
edge is not affected qualitatively. Ifr̂ c were the same for
different systems,hc(ŝ) would represent a scaled mast
curve, independent ofa, r, and other system parameters. T
picture forgc(ŝ

2) is completely analogous.
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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The cutoff also influences the relation betweens and
Dn. SinceDn is used in the literature~see Fig. 1!, we need
such a relation in order to compare with the distributionsg
andh, respectively. In general, the ratio

qSM5DnSM /sSM ~24!

is different for every single line, depending on its speci
shape. However, as we use it for an averaged quantity,
assume it is reasonable to approximate all theqSM by the
ratio of the averages49

q5^Dn&/^s&5A^Dn2&/^s2&. ~25!

The second equality follows from the approximation of t
different qSM by a single factor,q, and the denominator is
given by ~21!. Hence,

q5A^Dn̂2& r̂ c
3/2;~ĝ/p! r̂ c

3/2. ~26!

The FWHM of the average line shape,g/p, can be calcu-
lated @see Eqs.~B1!, and~A6! of Ref. 17# and has approxi-
mately the value of the root mean squared FWHM. Acco
ing to our simulation, the latter is larger thang/p by 17%,
which is a small correction compared to the uncertainty
r̂ c . With the parameters used in Fig. 1,q is approximately
0.5 and 0.7 forr̂ c

3 equal to 0.4 and 1. Restoring the dime
sions we finally obtain the scaling factor

Dn/ŝ51.17
4p2

3
ra p̄r̂ c

3/2'2.2 GHz r̂ c
3/2, ~27!

where we have used the same parameters as in Fig. 1.50 By
means of this relation we may compare our analytically
rived distributions with the simulations and the experimen
histogram presented in Fig. 1. The plots are shown in Fig
Again we have used the valuesr̂ c

350.4, 0.7, and 1.0 for
comparison. For illustration, the distribution without cuto
has also been included; it is scaled by 1.84 GHz, correspo
ing to r̂ c

350.7. All plots are shifted byns50.17 GHz to ac-
count for dephasing (1/pT250.13 GHz) and lifetime broad
ening ~1/2pT150.04 GHz, both values from Ref. 17!.

FIG. 3. Distribution of the standard deviation in dimensionless units
different cutoffs~r̂ c

351, 0.7, 0.4, and 0!.
Downloaded 28 Oct 2012 to 18.111.117.123. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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Because the cutoff also enters the scaling relation,
height and width of the distributions depend more weakly
r̂ c than in Fig. 3. The cutoff, however, still determines t
skewness: for largerr̂ c the plots become more symmetric. S
the main qualitative features of the histograms—a stee
wing on the left side compared to the longer tail on the rig
side—can be attributed to the distribution of TLS in spa
rather than to the distributions of their internal parameter

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The most intriguing conclusion perhaps is that we m
set K j50 for the systems under consideration and still
cover the overall shape of the histograms measured
simulated, respectively. In hindsight, however, it turns o
consistently that the most dominant TLS are those with
smallestK j , but still within the range of the measuring tim
because the TLS with the smallest distance and the lar
excitation probability contribute most tosSM @Eqs. ~1! and
~14!#, i.e., the frequency shiftn j has to be large and th
energy splittingEj has to be small for dominant TLS~the

r

FIG. 4. Distribution of linewidths~FWHM!: Calculation for different cut-
offs ~r̂ c

351, 0.7, 0.4, and 0! compared to experiment~a! and simulation~b!.
The full STM model has been used for the simulation. The scaling factor
the plot without cutoff (r̂ c50) is 1.84 GHz~see text!.
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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latter follows frompj51/(11expEj /kT) with k the Boltz-
mann constant andT the temperature!. As smallEj implies
small K j , the relationn j@K j used for the static approxima
tion of Eq.~4! picks out the more dominant TLS. In additio
to the simulation, an error estimate may be obtained by c
paring the FWHM of the average line shape derived from
full treatment of the STM with the value of our simple mod
@Eq. ~B1!#. For Tr/PS, this is 1.89 GHz~simple model! com-
pared to 1.72 GHz~Table II of Ref. 17!. Our value is ex-
pected to be higher because we have omitted the fa
Aj /Ej in Eq. ~1!, which is always smaller than 1.

Moreover, we have demonstrated that systems with
a few TLS are sufficient to provide a good approximation
the thermodynamic limit of the histograms. We attribute t
feature mainly to the fact that the histograms involve e
semble averaging. This indicates clearly that a lot of deta
information is lost in the histograms. Focusing on linewid
using the definitions usually employed cannot obtain all
the interesting structure of the line shapes and dynamics

Although the qualitative features of the histogram c
already be obtained from a distribution of the TLS in spa
without a cutoff boundary at the chromophore, such a cu
is significant and physically necessary. It changes the sh
of our distributions in the anticipated way and becomes
portant for the relation betweens and the FWHM of the line
shapes. The latter consequence is not too surprising, bec
lines without cutoff, e.g., a Lorentzian, would entail dive
gent moments and thus become untractable.

Besides an estimate forr̂ c , the relation betweens and
the FWHM includes an approximation assuming the aver
homogeneous line shape to be typical. Thus, it would
preferable to compare thedistribution ofs with experiments
instead of that of the FWHM for more accurate quantitat
conclusions.

In total we have four system parameters:a, r, p, andr c .
r is always linked either witha or with r c

3. It is interesting
that it is the scaled cutoffr̂ c rather thanr c which becomes
important unless a nonphysical cutoff is imposed. If the
were systems with very differentr and comparabler c , this
should lead to a qualitative change of the distributions
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. However, only polymers with simi
density have been investigated so far, and the uncertain
the parameters involved does not allow for final conclusio
Also, the dependence ofr on the measuring time should b
reflected in a similar manner:r becomes larger and the dis
tribution more symmetric for longer times. In principle, th
determines an evolution in time of the distribution of width

The average excitation probabilityp and the effective
densityr depend on the temperature. We have used the
STM to calculate their values. Nevertheless, our results
not constitute a severe test of the STM as the dependen
too weak and essentially only contains the scaling parame

The main purpose of this work was to explain the d
tinct features of the histogram of widths and to investigate
what extent they reflect the specific assumptions of the ST
We have given simple relations between the width distri
tion and the underlying model for the case of small deph
ing and lifetime broadening. It turned out that the main ch
acteristics are due to the statistics arising from the rand
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distribution of TLS in space. Thus such a histogram may
be very fruitful in investigating the dynamics, but may b
used to determine the coupling constant between ch
mophore and TLS~multiplied by the effective density o
TLS! and an estimate for the smallest distance between T
and chromophore.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE FUNCTIONS G1 ,
G2 , G3 AND EQS. „19… AND „20…

First we consider the case ofr c50. The formulae for
g1 , g2 , andg3 are obtained directly from Eq.~18! by insert-
ing Eq. ~9! with n51,2,3 and using Eq.~16!. The result
becomes lengthier and lengthier for highern because of the
boundaries of the integrals, which stem from the seco
Heaviside function in Eq.~9!,

g1~ ŝ2!5
1

2ŝ3 u~ŝ21!, ~A1!

g2~ ŝ2!5
1

4ŝ4 S A4ŝ2212
1

A4ŝ221
D uS ŝ2

1

&

D ,

~A2!

g3~ ŝ2!5
1

2ŝ3 H ~3ŝ221!A9ŝ222

ŝ~9ŝ221!

1
1

9ŝ2 Farctan
6ŝA9ŝ222

~9ŝ221!222

2arctan~3ŝA9ŝ222!G J uS ŝ2
1

)

D . ~A3!

For largen we have

g~ ŝ2!5
1

2p E
2`

`

dx e2 ixŝ2
expF E

0

`

~eixr̂ 26
21!dr̂3G ,

~A4!

where we have used the Fourier representation of the d
function in Eq.~18! and taken the thermodynamic limit. Th
inner integral is evaluated by partial integration after sub
tution, which leads to Fresnel integrals of value (1/2)Ap/2,

E
0

`

~12eixr 26
!dr35AuxuAp

2
~12 i sign x!. ~A5!

Hence,

g~ ŝ2!5
1

p E
0

`

dx e2Apx/2 cosS ŝ2x2Apx

2 D . ~A6!
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Using cos(a2b)5cosa cosb1sina sinb, g turns out to be
the sum of the Fourier cosine transform of (1/p)
3exp(2Apx/2)cosApx/2 and the~identical! Fourier sine
transform of (1/p) exp(2Apx/2)sinApx/2, presented in Eq
~20!. For finite r c , expression~A5! has to be replaced by

E
r̂c
3

`

~12eixr 26
!dr3

52AuxuS E
0

Ax/ r̂ c
3

dz sin z22 i sign xE
0

Ax/ r̂ c
3

dz cosz2D
2 r̂ c

3S 12cos
x

r̂ c
62 i sin

x

r̂ c
6D , ~A7!

leading to Eq.~19!. The further evaluation in this case wa
done numerically.

APPENDIX B: A CUTOFF TAKING INTO ACCOUNT
THE REJECTION OF SPLIT ABSORPTION
LINES

We consider the following situation~Fig. 5!: The closest
TLS at distancer̂ c gives rise to a frequency shiftnc

5a/r c
3. The contributions of all the other TLS are sma

compared tonc . This assumption holds as long asr c is small
enough so that the probability for a second TLS to be ab
as close asr c is vanishing. Taking average values for the
TLS, they cause a Lorentzian broadening of each of the
frequencies spaced bync . These Lorentzians correspond
the average SM line shape for largen, characterized by the
FWHM,

g/p5
4p2

3
ar p̄ ~B1!

~cf. A6 of Ref. 17!.50 For simplicity we have assumed equ
height of the Lorentzians in Fig. 5 (p151/2). If the mini-
mum of this line shape lies above half the value of t
maxima, the FWHM'nc1g/p is unambiguously defined. I
the minimum is below, however, different procedures
looking for the half maximum~e.g., starting from both side

FIG. 5. Approximate line shape caused by a close TLS withp151/2.
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of the frequency range and moving inward, or starting from
peak frequency and moving outward! will render different
results. Discarding such lines~as is done in the simulations!
means setting a cutoff atnc'FW at a quarter of the maxi
mum of one Lorentzian. From this condition we conclude

nc5)g/p, ~B2!

and, using~16! and ~B1!,

r̂ c
35

1

p) p̄
;0.37. ~B3!
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